Week Nine in Salzburg! (SP 2007)

Tuesday: Stammtisch in Stieglkeller
Lara: our youngest Stammtisch regular
**Wednesday:** Excursion to the former Salt Mines in Hallein/Dürrnberg ([http://www.salzwelten.at/cont/salzwelten/salzwelten_salzburg.aspx](http://www.salzwelten.at/cont/salzwelten/salzwelten_salzburg.aspx))

Before entering the mines, everyone has to put on protective clothing
The train car into the mines
In 300 years Kevin won't be able to stand in this tunnel - nor will anyone else.
Der kleine Grenzverkehr!
To get from level to level, the miners used slides (but probably did not scream as much as this group)
Daylight again! (With our special guests from Athens, Prof. Campbell and family)

Willkommen!